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Some points from history 

The first investment company Whitefield was launched in 1923 and remains listed to this day.  As 
of July 2018 there are 110 LICs trading on the ASX managing $42bn in FUM. (SMSF >$700b)

In July 2010 there was a significant change in the Corporations Act which paved the way for LICs to 
offer greater consistency in dividends.

LICs have been on a strong growth trajectory with capital growing at 11.4%pa compounded over 15 
years – excluding the payment of dividends. 

The passing of the Future of Financial Advice (FoFA) legislation on 1 July 2013 and growth in Self 
Managed Superannuation Funds (SMSF) has contributed to the strong growth in LICs. 

In July 2017 VGI Partners set a “New Normal” whereby the LICs became significantly more 
shareholder friendly and the Manager more closely aligned with the investor.

New Normal allows Fixed Income strategies to use LITs.  



What is a ‘Closed End Vehicle’?

Listed company (franking credits) or trust (pass through) that uses IPO for initial capital.

Active Portfolio Management.

Fixed pool of invested capital; liquidity generated by ASX not investment pool.

Share price determined by demand not market maker.

Compliment ETFs well in a listed markets portfolio (core + satellite).

Ideal vehicles to manage capacity and/or capture illiquidity premium.



LIT v LIC

Listed Investment Company (LIC) Listed Investment Trust (LIT) ETF

Active Management Active Management Mostly Passive

Fixed Pool of Investment Capital Fixed Pool of Investment Capital Growing / shrinking pool of capital

Bid/Offer determines price Bid/Offer determines price Market maker ensures NTA = price

Tax paid within the Company – franked 
dividends Pass through vehicle Pass through vehicle

Board Responsible Entity Responsible Entity



Listed Investment Industry Snapshot
110 LICs trading on the ASX managing $42bn in FUM. Market capitalisation concentrated in larger vehicles (market cap > 
$100m) accounting for $36.5bn.

LIC Market Growth

Source: ASX Data, July 2018
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The old world structure

The new investors paid the costs of the IPO ~3%.

On listing the share price was ~3% behind capital committed.

Options were aimed to benefit the fund manager with a secondary capital raising that created 

share price dilution and complexities.

Board was primarily filled with Executive Directors.

The average LIC raising was less than $250m.

Were not suitable for Income strategies.

Investment Manager Friendly Structures.



Modern structure

Manager pays costs (upfront and ongoing).

Listing NTA = amount of capital committed.

Corporate governance (majority independent Directors or External Responsible Entity).

Alignment of interest (investment manager also invested in the vehicle).

VGI – commitment to reinvest performance fees held in escrow.

Highly competitive to get listed; meaning only high quality managers get launched.

Average size has exploded – VG1 $550m, MXT $700m, LSF $1.35b.

Investor Friendly Structures.

IPO capital raisings without options have doubled in size. 
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LICs can trade at a premium or discount

Issues that impact Premium / Discount include:

Size of the vehicle

Performance of the Manager

Investor communication and engagement post listing

Structure (eg Investment Manager paying costs, Independent Board)

Historical NTA Premium/Discount Movement

Source: IRESS, Bloomberg, Company Data, Bell Potter Estimates



The strategy must match the structure

What suits an open end listed Fund (ETF)?

Very large passive structures are best suited to open end ETFs.

Highly liquid investment universe.

Large capacity.

What’s best in a closed end vehicle (LIC or LIT)?

Capacity constrained (most high alpha strategies want to limit capacity) eg Long short.

Less liquid strategies (capturing the liquidity premium) eg credit, real assets.

Strategies with prohibitive conditions on unlisted fund (eg minimum investment, lock up).



Gryphon Capital Income Trust (GCI)

Listed Investment Trust ~$175m.

Actively managed portfolio of RMBS and ABS generating monthly income of approx. 5% (net).

These assets are illiquid and would not be suitable for an unlisted managed fund or ETF.

Assets typically held by Insurance Companies and Industry Super Funds.

Modern structure with IPO costs paid by Gryphon Capital Investors; external RE and loan is recourse.



Tribeca Global Natural Resources

Presently an open IPO.

Actively managed portfolio equity and credit; long and short.

There is an unlisted unit trust – monthly liquidity, monthly unit price and $500k minimum.

The credit only fund has a 2 year lock up.

Portfolio Managers highly concerned about capacity; meaning ETF would not work.

LIC creates daily liquidity and reduced minimum investment while controlling total capacity.

Financial Year 
(end June) Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun YTD

2016 -0.43% 4.76% 13.65% 1.54% 10.77% 17.87% 5.98% 0.14% 90.30%

2017 13.64% 2.86% 3.97% 5.83% 1.80% 4.09% 2.20% 1.83% -0.14% -4.22% -0.26% -3.16% 31.03%

2018 2.38% 1.55% 1.14% 6.59% 6.89% 6.27% 1.32% -0.47% 0.38% 1.09% 2.06% 0.66% 33.84%

Tribeca Global Natural Resources Fund AUD Unit Trust - Class A



Structural change

For the change to be structural it must provide an incentive for all stakeholders.

Investor Advisor Investment Manager

Ease of access Application process One account to invest

No Platform fees Lower cost to client Direct client relationship

Access diversifying strategies Better client portfolios Fixed pool of investment capital

Access traditionally unavailable 
managers

Better tax outcomes vs Managed 
Funds No fees to platforms

Better tax outcomes



Future Trends in the LIC market

Larger capital raisings
Meaningful minimum investment hurdles.
Larger syndicates seek well co-ordinated, sizeable IPOs; at a low frequency.
Better trading towards NTA.

Product diversification
New listings will add to Investors’ portfolio diversification.
Eg Income, International and Alternatives

High quality fund managers

Competition for listing windows will ensure only the best managers IPO.

Premiums to NTA are more common, especially in larger vehicles  
The average dollar invested in the LIC market is trading at a premium of 0.8% as at 30 June 2018 
The average dollar invested in a Seed marketed LIC trades at an average premium of 4.7% 



Conclusion

The structures have changed to the benefit of the retail investor.

Offering a fixed pool of investment allows new investment strategies that were previously only available 

to the institutional market.

New World structures have reduced the Discount / Premium risk.

Using the ASX enables simpler and quicker application and redemption.



This presentation has been prepared by Seed Partnerships (Seed). The information contained in this presentation is for information purposes only and has been prepared for 
use in conjunction with a verbal presentation and should be read in that context. 

The information contained in this presentation is not investment or financial product advice and is not intended to be used as the basis for making an investment decision.  
Please note that, in providing this presentation, Seed has not considered the objectives, financial position or needs of any particular recipient. Seed strongly suggests that 
investors consult a financial advisor prior to making an investment decision.

This presentation is strictly confidential and is intended for the exclusive benefit of the institution to which it is presented.  It may not be reproduced, disseminated, quoted or 
referred to, in whole or in part, without the express consent of Seed. 

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information, opinions and conclusions contained in 
this presentation.  To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of Seed, its related bodies corporate, shareholders or respective directors, officers, employees, agents or 
advisors, nor any other person accepts any liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence for any loss arising from the use of information 
contained in this presentation.

CONFIDENTIAL – NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION

Disclaimer
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